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Restricted space spoiling 
your operating fun?  
MFJ Cobweb puts your 
call back on the map!
This six-band (20, 17, 15, 12, 10, 6 Meters)

full half-wave Cobweb Antenna is perfect for
restricted space or portable operation. Sky-gray
fiberglass spreaders and nearly invisible wire
elements (flat 9x9x1/2 feet square. 8 pounds),
blend in with your surroundings while standing
tough against nasty weather.

Outstanding performance! Horizontally
polarized for less local noise pickup plus solid
gain over verticals will allow you to work DX
easily -- even on QRP. Omni-directional. No
radials needed!  Works great at low heights.
Low SWR is due to MFJ’s exclusive Spider-
MatchTM broadband network.  Use lightweight
TV hardware to chimney, balcony, mast mount.

Low in cost, BIG on performance.  MFJ
Cobweb Antenna turns your space problem into
a huge stacks of QSLs from far away places.

MFJ-1836HK. Converts MFJ-1836 to
MFJ-1836H to handle 1500 Watts.

MFJ-1836HK34. Add-on kit adds 40/30
Meters to MFJ-1835/1835H and MFJ-
1836/MFJ-1836H cobweb antennas. 

1/2-wave, 6-Band
no radials Vertical

1/2 Wave, 10 Band
80-2M Verticals 

7-Band SkyMaster
40-10M Verticals

Only 12
feet high

with tiny 24” footprint!
Mount anywhere -- ground
level to tower top -- apart-
ments and small lots.  

Perfect for field day,
DXpeditions, camping.

Efficient end-loading,
no lossy traps.  Entire
length always radiating.
Full size 1/2 wave on 2/6M.  

High power air-wound
choke balun eliminates
feedline radiation.
Adjusting one band has
minimum effect on others.
40-20-15-10-6-2 Meters.

Automatic bandswitch-
ing, low radiation angle,
omni-directional, 1500
W.  Goes together in an
afternoon. 
MFJ-1796W. WARC
version for
12/17/30/60M.
MFJ-1792.
80/40M, 33 ft. Requires

guying/radials.  
MFJ-1793. Like MFJ-1792, but full

size 20 Meter 1/4 Wave radiator also.
Covers 80-40-20 Meters. 

MFJ-1796

MFJ-1797.
SkyMasterTM vertical

antenna covers all your
favorite HF bands: 10, 12,
15, 17, 20, 30 and 40
Meters and handles 1000
Watts PEP.  It is best these
days to be inconspicuous
and MFJ gives a super
small footprint.

It’s the perfect antenna
for roof-mounting, ground
mounting, off your patio
deck, or to blend into the
trees.  It is super light-
weight, just 7.5 lbs. with
the whip and only 23.5
feet. 

With the 14.5 foot whip
you get more efficiency on
40 Meters.  No ground or
radials are needed.  Super

low profile without the whip. 
Use mast size up to 13/4 inches.

MFJ-1797LP. Like MFJ-1797 but with-
out the 14.5 foot whip section. Less effi-
cient and narrow bandwidth on 40M.
Weighs 6 pounds, only 9 feet tall for super
low profile. 

MFJ-1797Highly
efficient
end-loading
1/2 Wave
vertical
covers 10
bands:
75/80, 40,
30, 20, 17,

15, 12, 10, 6 and 2 M.
Requires no radials,

no lossy traps. Features
efficient end-loading.

Only 20 feet high and
has a very manageable 7-
foot footprint so you can
easily mount it in a small
area or patio. 

MFJ-1799 is low profile so it can blend
in with trees and the sky. 

High power air-wound choke balun elim-
inates feedline radiation.  MFJ-1799 fea-
tures automatic bandswitching, a low radia-
tion angle, omni-directional, 1500W PEP. 

Built-to-last. Incred-ibly strong solid
fiberglass rod and large diameter 6063 T-6
aircraft strength aluminum tubing are in the
main structure. Efficient high-Q coils are
wound on tough low loss fiberglass forms
with TeflonR wire. 

MFJ-1799X. Like MFJ-1799, but covers
40-2 Meters. 

MFJ-1799
80-2 Meters

MFJ-1799X
40-2 Meters

MFJ-1836
300W SSB/CW

MFJ-1836H
1500W SSB/CW

40-6 Meter Cobweb 
Super Heavy-Duty, 1.5 kW

New! Super heavy-duty 40-6 Meter Cobweb Antenna. Built to
survive harsh northern winters, heavy snow, ice and strong
winds -- has super-strong large diameter fiberglass and heavy-
duty 14 gauge stranded hard copper wire.  8-bands: 40, 30, 20,
17, 15, 12, 10, 6 Meters, 1500 Watts. 12 feet, 23 lbs. 

MFJ-1838
40/30/20/17/15/12/10/6M

Now Includes

6 Meters!!!

New!
40-6 

Meters

MFJ Cobweb Antenna
For restricted spaces, 6-Bands: 20/17/15/12/10/6 Meters...
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MFJ 160-6 Meter Antenna
Operate all bands 160-6 Meters at

full 1500 Watt with this self-support-
ing, 43 feet high performance vertical!
Assembles in less than an hour --
low-profile blends in with the sky.
Neighbors won’t even know it’s there!

Entire length radiates to provide
exceptional low angle DX performance
on 160-20M and very good performance
17-6 Meters.  Shorten by telescoping
down for more effective low angle radia-
tion on higher bands.

Wide-range autoc or manual tuner at
your rig easily matches this antenna for
160-6M.  No physical tuning adjustments
on antenna -- simply put it up!  

Optimized balun design allows direct
coax feed with negligible coax loss (typi-
cally less than 1/2 dB from 60 to 6
Meters, less than 1 dB 160-80 Meters
with good quality low-loss coax).  

With just 2 square feet wind load, the
fully self-supporting MFJ-2990 -- no guy
wires needed -- has the lowest wind-
loading and lowest visibility of any verti-
cal antenna!  The key is the 6063 Aircraft
strength aluminum tubing, it sways and
flexes in strong winds instead of stress-
ing the sections.  2-inch O.D. and .120
inch thick walled tubing bottom section
makes it incredibly strong -- it’ll stay up!

Weighs 20 lbs -- easily put it up by
yourself because its corrosion resistant

6063 aircraft aluminum tubing and stainless steel construc-
tion make it light and super-strong.  

You can easily assemble it in an hour!  Ground mounting
lets you completely hide its antenna base in shrubbery.
Includes ATB-65 high-strength antenna mount.  Requires
ground system -- at least one radial. More extensive ground
system will give much better performance.  

This very low-profile antenna is perfect for stealth opera-
tion in antenna restricted areas.  Hide it behind trees,
fences, buildings, bushes. Use it as a flagpole.  Telescope it
down during the day.  Put it up at night and take it down in
the morning before the neighbors even notice!  

Quick and easy installation makes it great for
DXpeditions, field day and other portable operations.
MFJ-2910. 1.5 kW 80/160M
high efficiency matching net-
work.  High-voltage insulated
base tube, remote power injector
with switch for 160/80M and off posi-
tions. 3Wx16Hx3D inches. 
MFJ-2908. Like AV-6110 but handles
600W on 80M, 300W on 160M.
3Wx11Hx3D”. 
MFJ-2904. 160 Meter Tuner Range
Extender for 43 foot verticals. 1.5
kW, weather-resistant PVC, ceramic
feedthroughs for input/output. 3.5Wx3.5Hx11D inches. Use
with MFJ-998RT/MFJ-994BRT. 
MFJ-2902. Like MFJ-6104, but 300W. 5-way binding posts
for input/output. 3.5Wx3.5Hx7D inches. Use MFJ-
926B/927/993BRT or manual tuners. 

This unique MFJ design allows this tilt
base to fit most verticals with or without a
base bracket.  Pre-punched holes make it easy to
mount many types of verticals. Fits Hygain’s
AV18VS/14VS/18AVQ/680/640/620/AV-6160, Cushcraft
R8/R9, MFJ-1796/1798/2990 and others with tube
bases, masts to 21/4 inches OD. Mount one side of tilt
base to the mast and the other to the base. Raise
antenna up/down easily before severe weather by
yourself -- just walk it up or down.  Has ground
radial holes.  Super-strong 1/8” thick aluminum.
Includes four 21/4 inch U-bolts, four 11/2 inch U-
bolts, mast saddles, and all stainless steel hard-
ware, nuts/bolts. 

MFJ Ladder Line, Twin Lead, Copper Wire, Installation Rope

MFJ Universal Vertical Tilt Base
MFJ-1903

A. 450 Ohm ladder line. 18# solid
copper covered steel, insulated/spaced
by heavy black polyethylene.  Uniform
spacing of conductors insures proper
balance for balanced lines dipoles. 
MFJ-18H050, 50 Ft.
MFJ-18H100, 100 Ft.
MFJ-18H250, 250 Ft.
Additional per foot available.

B. 300 Ohm TV Twin-lead. 20# strand-
ed copper wire, insulated/ spaced by
black polyethylene. For dipole, j-ppole,
low power uses. 
MFJ-18T050, 50 Ft.
MFJ-18T100, 100 Ft.
MFJ-18T250, 250 Ft.
Additional per foot available.

C. Copper Antenna Wire.
Flexible 7-strand, 14#, solid-copper
wire. Strong, lasts. 

MFJ-18G100, 100 Ft.
MFJ-18G250, 250 Ft.
Additional per foot available.

D. Nylon or Polyester Rope. 
Black nylon (D) or Polyester dacron
rope for wire antennas, UV resistant. 
MFJ-19A100, 100 Ft.
MFJ-19A250, 250 Ft.
MFJ-19C100, 100 Ft.
MFJ-19C250, 250 Ft.

A C D

MFJ 50-75 Ohm Transformers
Dipoles raised above

close proximity to ground
become 75-Ohm anten-
nas. Tempting as it is to
correct this mismatch in the
shack with a tuner, why not fix it
at the source? These low-cost,
no-tune 50-75 Ohm transform-
ers can also be used to match
equipment into low-loss 75-
Ohm cable-tv coax, or reverse connect them to match 35-
Ohm verticals and yagis. 1500 Watts PEP SSB/CW, ICAS
1.8-50 MHz.  100% shielded indoor.   Low insertion loss
(0.05 dB), large binocular ferrite core, silver plated Teflon(R)

jacked winding, Teflon(R) SO-239s.  Weatherproof MFJ-
2924R for outdoors.

MFJ-2924M MFJ-2924P

MFJ-2990

MFJ All-band 
Ground Radial Kit
All-band ground radial system kit

for the MFJ-2990 and other vertical
antennas requiring a radial system.
Convenient and effective, it provides
the necessary return path for ground
currents to reduce ground losses. Consists of 2
sets of 4 radial wire assemblies giving a total of eight 14
foot radial wires.  Each has a 1/4” ring lug for attaching to
the antenna ground point.  Each end of the radial wires has
a solder lug for staking the wire end. 

MFJ-1932

B

Stainless Steel Portable Antenna Mounts
MFJ-1912. Put up a 50’ antenna mast instantly, any-
where!!!  Drive your tire over the base of the MFJ-1912.
You're ready to set up your Inverted V, Yagi, or other
antenna. Stainless steel portable mount has every con-
ceivable connector on it plus two huge U-bolts to
securely hold a mast. Fits 2.25” masts.
MFJ-1914. Stainless steel antenna mast mount
system complete with four heavy duty 15-inch
galvanized tapered stakes with outer pins for
secure ground mounting of your favorite MFJ tele-
scopic masts. It includes two U-bolts that will hold
up to 2.25 inch OD masts sturdy. Both work with
MFJ-1916 and MFJ-1917 Masts, plus many more!
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MORE GREAT MFJ SELECTIONS
MFJ-3502.  Solid State QRP Projects. By Ed Noll,W3FQJ.
MFJ-3301. Troubleshooting Antennas and Feedlines. Search it out!  Ralph Tyrell, W1TF. 
MFJ-3504.  FET Principles, Experiments and Projects. By Ed Noll, W3FQJ.

MFJ QuickStudyTM Ham Radio License Guides

Use
MFJ’s Quick
StudyTM

License
Guide and
MFJ guar-
antees that
you’ll pass
the written
exam on
your very
first try or

you get your money
back*. 

What is MFJ’s Quick
StudyTM concept?  The
objective is to pass the

exam and get your license with a minimum amount of study
time so you can start enjoying the hobby right away.  

Each MFJ license guide has all of the exact questions
given on the written exam.  Each question on the exam has a
multiple choice answer.  But why take the extra time to study
the wrong answers?  It’ll just add to the confusion and doesn’t
help you pass the exam.  MFJ gives you only the correct
answers.

When you take the exam the answer jumps out at you --
no confusion, nothing to clutter the mind.  It’s an instant cor-
rect answer because you only studied the right answer.    

Study the material thoroughly a few times, pass the test
and enjoy the hobby of ham radio -- it couldn’t be simpler.  

QuickStudyTM License Guides are available for all classes:
Technician, General and Extra. 

MFJ-3211, Tech, MFJ-3213 General, MFJ-3215, Extra.

MFJ Publishing guarantees that you’ll pass your written exam
on your first try . . . if you don’t pass we’ll refund your money in
full* . . . you can’t lose! *Send copy of receipt, proof of failure to MFJ within 30 days of failing and we

will refund purchase price of your MFJ QuickStudyTM. Limit 1 per license class.

New Question Pools!

MFJ-3211 

MFJ-3213

MFJ-3215

Technician,

General, or

Extra Class

MFJ-3211-Technician MFJ-3213-General MFJ-3215-Extra

Best Sellers!

Best Sellers!

MFJ-3507. 
A classic by
Doug DeMaw,
W1FB, SK.  He
gives a wealth
of information
on electronic cir-
cuits, including
transmitters and
receivers, fun-
damentals, mix-
ers, and so
much more.

MFJ-3506. 
The Legendary
textbook from
Doug DeMaw,
W1FB, SK.  He
emphasizes the
practical aspect
of ferromagnetic
core material.

MFJ-3400.
Avid CW enthu-
siast David
Finley, N1IRZ
gives the first
book to detail
the Koch
method and
training tech-
niques for
achieving the
fastest code pro-
ficiency.

MFJ-3306.
Volume I.
Practical level
antennas from
the ground up
by L.B. Cebik,
W4RNL.
Concise, clear
chapters in
Volume one.
Everything you
need to know
about anten-
nas.

MFJ-3307. 
Volume II of
Cebik’s
AFTGU picks
up where
Volume one
left off.  Has a
bunch of All
new antenna
projects!
Never run out
of antenna
building fun!

MFJ-3305. 
320 pages, 37
concise chap-
ters. This great
book gives you
the underlying
theory, powerful
antenna building
techniques, spe-
cial antenna
building projects
and much,
much more!

MFJ-3303. 
“73
Verticals,
Beams, and
Triangle
Antennas”.
By the
famous Ed

Noll, W3FQJ (SK). 

MFJ-
3501. 
30 differ-
ent elec-
tronic kit
projects,
sche-
matics,
part
place-

ment. Xceivers, re-
ceivers, filters, short-
wave, spy, ham toys,
most kid friendly, etc.  

MFJ-3509.
Required
in many
different
electronic
applica-
tions.
Generous

references. 

MFJ-3302. 
73 Dipole
& Long
Wire Ant-
ennas. Ed
Noll, W3FQJ
classics!
Build, test,

and play.

MFJ-38.  
Build fully-
tested
practical
designs.
Wires,
dipoles,
verticals,
beams,
etc.
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New! Ameritron’s ALS-
606S and ALS-606 Solid
State FET 600 Watt ampli-
fiers cover 160 through 6
Meters with automatic
bandswitching from your
transceiver.    

Fits on desktop.
93/4Wx7Hx141/2D inches
and weighs just 14.2 lbs.,
but is only 4 dB below 1500
Watts -- less than an S-unit!
Nobody can even hear the

difference!
600 Watts PEP and 500

Watts CW -- be heard, talk
to anybody! No tubes to
baby, no tuning, this is
solid state rugged -- just
turn it on, select your
favorite band on your
transceiver and sit back,
relax and operate.  

ALS-606S and ALS-606
are SWR/thermal protected
and extremely quiet. Has

large lighted peak reading
Cross-Needle
SWR/Wattmeter, front panel
ALC control, an
operate/standby switch,
multimeter and much, much
more! Call your favorite
dealer for a super low
price!

Ameritron 2023 Ham Radio Catalog
600 Watt solid state 160-6 Meters!

600 Watt solid state 160-6 Meters Amp . . . Radio automatically switches bands . . .
ALS-606S is only 4 dB below 1500 Watts full legal limit -- less than an S-unit! 

ALS-606S
with switching power supply

ALS-606
Transformer Power Supply

Just don’t take it
from us . . . here’s
what “they” say 
about our solid 
state station

amplifier:
“. . . the ampifier faulted only when it
was supposed to. It protected itself from
our boneheaded, sleep-deprived band
changing . . .”

“I found myself not worrying about
damaging this amplifier.  It seems quite
capable of looking out for itself. . . .
Kudos to Ameritron.”

“couldn’t hear any noise at all from
the SPS (switching power supply) on
vertical or quad . . .”

“I came to greatly appreciate the size,
weight, reliability and simplicity of this
solid state amplifier.”

“The ALS-600S makes it possible to
pack a transceiver and a 600 Watt
amplifier, that together weigh less than
30 pounds.” 

All from QST Magazine, 2005.

An Inside Peek . . . Back of ALS-606S.

. . . the World Leaders in High
Power Amplifiers and Accessories!
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Just turn on and
operate -- no
warm-up, no tun-
ing, instant
bandswitching.
Compact.

Ameritron's ALS-500M
solid state mobile amp gives
you 500 Watts PEP SSB or

400 Watts CW output!   Covers 1.5-22 MHz, (10/12 Meters
with MOD-10M, requires FCC license).  

Virtually indestructible! Load Fault Protection eliminates
amplifier damage due to operator error, antenna hitting tree
branches, 18-wheeler passing by. Thermal Overload
Protection disables/bypasses amp if temperature is excessive-
ly high. Auto resets.

Typically 60-70 watts in gives full output. ON/OFF switch
bypasses amplifier for "barefoot" operation.  Extremely quiet
fan comes on as needed. Excellent harmonic suppression,
push-pull output, DC current meter. 13.8 VDC/80 Amps.
Super-compact 31/2x9x15 inches. 7 pounds. 

ALS-500M. 500 Watt mobile amp. 
ALS-500MR. ALS-500M mobile amp plus ALS-500RC
Remote Head for full manual remote control.

ARF-500K. Remote kit for older ALS- 500Ms with serial #
below 13049.  Includes filter/relay board for amp, remote,
cables, hardware, instructions.

ARF-500K2. ARF-500K Remote kit for older ALS-500Ms
plus ARI-500 Amp/Radio Interface.

ARI-500. Amplifier Radio Interface reads band data from
your transceiver so you can automatically bandswitch your
ALS-500M amplifier. Below.

Choose ARI-500 for fully automatic bandswitching or ALS-
500RC for manual remote control.

ALS-500RC. Remote Head lets you place your
ALS-500M or ALS-600 amplifier out-of-the-way and
gives you full manual remote control. Select desired
band, turn on/standby and monitor current draw on
its DC Current Meter.  Power, transmit and overload

LEDs. RJ-45 cables plug into Amplifier/ Remote Head. Works
with serial numbers above 13049 (below 13049 requires the
ARF-500K, above). Compact 4Wx23/4Hx1D inches.

ALS-500M

AMERITRON mobile no tune Solid State Amp
500 Watts, Instant bandswitching, no tuning, no warm-up, SWR protected, 1.5-22 MHz . . .

ARI-500 Amplifier Radio Interface reads transceiver band data -- automatically band-
switches ALS-500M amp . . . ALS-500RC Remote Head gives total remote control! 

Base Operation Power Supply for your ALS-500M Amplifier
Ameritron’s heavy duty 75

Amp switching power supply is
excellent for powering your HF
mobile amplifier or your HF/
VHF/UHF rigs, accessories. 

Great for Ameritron’s ALS-
500M Solid State HF Amplifier
and others with a power
requirement of up to 75 Amps.  

SPS-75MV delivers 75A
maximum and 70 amps continuously without even flexing its
muscles.  Input voltage selectable for 110 VAC or 220 VAC. 

Highly regulated. Load regulation better than 1%.  Ripple
voltage is less than 12 mV peak-to-peak at rated load. 

No RF hash! Ameritron’s exclusive HashFiltersTM Filtering
System eliminates RF hash that plagues other manufacturer’s
switching power supplies. 

Fully protected -- SPS-75MV has Short-Circuit, Over-load

and Over-Temperature protections.  Also has an auto restart
after a fault. Has power on and Fault LED indicators. 

Front panel adjustable voltage 4.0-16 VDC.  Meters with
backlight let you monitor voltage and current simultaneously. 

Attractive front panel features several options for con-
necting your gear: One pair of 5-way binding posts, two pair
of Anderson PowerPolesTM one pair of high-current 5-way
binding posts, a cigarette socket for mobile accessories, and
two pairs of quick connects. 

Whisper quiet fan speed increases as load current
increases -- keeps components cool and protected. 

An automatic battery charging feature pro-
vides charging current of 20 Amps maximum, 5
Amps continuous, and 30 mA trickle charge.

Measures 93/4Wx51/2Hx91/2D inches. Weighs just 10.5 lbs.,
so it’s still light enough to carry on DXpeditions, camping trips
and vacations.  No more hauling around big, bulky conven-
tional power supplies that can give you a hernia!

SPS-75MV

Battery Charger

Ameritron’s ARI-500 Amplifier Radio
Interface reads band data from your
Icom, Yaesu, Kenwood, Elecraft or
Alinco rig so you can remotely and
automatically band switch your
Ameritron Solid State Amps (ALS-
500M/ALS-600/ALS-1300).  

Now you can mount your amp out-of-
the-way in your trunk, back of your
motorhome or elsewhere and operate
with just this tiny box at your station 

Works with ALS-500M amplifiers with

serial numbers above 13049 (below
13049 requires the ARF-500K factory
install kit). 

Works with ALS-1300, ALS-600,
ALS-600S amplifiers and older ALS-600
and ALS-600S amplifiers with the
remote A/B jacks on the front panel.   

Mount on your dashboard or flat
mount on wall/shelf in the shack for
best views.  Remote sensor, 31/2Wx
23/4Hx23/4D” with 25’ flexible cable.
Place sensor/coax out-of-the-way.
1500W, 1.8-60 MHz. LED lighted
Cross-Needle meter, 5Wx31/4Hx15/8”.
Active electronics read true peak or
average power in two ranges. “High
SWR” LED. 9V battery or 12 VDC. 

AWM-35B, 300W/3kW ranges. 
AWM-35BH, 100W/1000W ranges.  

AWM-30B is super-accurate, get
precise power readings every time!
Designed-in-accuracy is the result of a
directional coupler, an accurate active
peak reading circuit and a precision
d’Arsonval meter movement. Reads
true-peak or average power on a large LED
lighted 3” Cross-Needle meter. 1500W, 1.8-60
MHz. 3000/300W ranges.  Reads forward/reflected power and
SWR on highly visible dual cross-needle meter.  Remote sen-
sor with cable.  Battery saver turns off with no RF applied.
Uses 12 VDC or 9V battery.  Compact 41/2Wx41/2Hx51/2D”.

Flat Mount Mobile SWR/Wattmeter Base Station 1500 Watt SWR/Wattmeter

AWM-35B/BH

AWM-30B

Let your rig auto bandswitch your Solid-State Ameritron Amps

Model #
RJ-13D
RJ-7DI
RJ-DB97DK
RJ-DB8MK
RJ-DB9Y
RJ-8MY
RJ-8MY2
RJ-10MY
RJ-8DY
RJ-DB15Y
RJ-DB15HE
RJ-USB6000

Transceiver
Icom 706, 7000, 718
Icom ACC2, 7 pin
Kenwood w/RS232 except TS-480

Ken TS480 and compatibles
FT-847 CAT
FT-847 Tuner Port
FT-857D, 897D, FT-1000MP
Yaesu FT-450/950/1200
Yaesu with 8 pin Data
Yaesu FT-DX3000
Elecraft (BCD)
RJ45-USB Cable, Flex 6000

ARI-500 Prewired CablesARI-500

B

B


